Introduction
Choroideremia (CHM, OMIM 303100) is a rare inherited chorioretinal dystrophy that manifests as a progressive degenerative disorder of the photoreceptor layer, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and choroid. 1 It is estimated that the prevalence of CHM is between 1 in 50,000-100,000 people with a preponderance in the Finish population. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The disease is inherited in an X-linked recessive pattern with male patients predominantly expressing the characteristic features of early night blindness that evolves into severe peripheral vision loss followed by legal blindness in late adulthood. Female carriers remain mostly asymptomatic although they can experience nyctalopia and exhibit pigmentary changes in the fundus with associated subnormal visual sensitivity. [6] [7] [8] Historically, the Austrian ophthalmologist Ludwig Mauthner was the first to describe the disease in 1872. 9 Mauthner named the disorder 'Chorioideremie' from the combination of the Greek derived words 'erēmia' (barren land or desert) and 'chorioid' (skin -'chorion' and form/ type -'eidos') to define its association with the absent choroidal layer. 9 Although originally it was suggested that the condition originates from the congenital absence of the choroid, further observations supported the progressive choroidal atrophy. 10, 11 The X-linked mode of inheritance was initially proposed by case observations and literature review by Goedbloed and Waardenburg, respectively, in 1942, while the causative gene was identified and further characterized by positional cloning in the 1990s. [12] [13] [14] Recently, promising results have been published in relevance to the application of viral vectors as potential means of gene replacement in humans. 9, 15 Xq21.2, spans a DNA genomic sequence of 186,382 base pairs (bp), consists of 15 exons and is ubiquitously expressed. 1, 16 CHM messenger RNA (mRNA) is approximately 5.6 kb long and produces a protein of 653 amino acids (95 kDa) called Rab escort protein 1 (REP1). 1, 16 Currently, there are 280 identified mutations that result in the CHM phenotype. 17 A variety of mutations have been implicated including deletions, insertions, duplications, translocations, nonsense, splice site, frameshift, missense and deep intronic variants. 1, [18] [19] [20] Most of the mutations in the CHM gene are null, either through deletions (25-50%) or nonsense mutations (30%). 1 Deletions may involve either a few kilobases or the entire length of the gene resulting in a dysfunctional or completely absent protein, while nonsense mutations introduce premature stop codons in the coding sequence signalling abrupt disruption of the translational process. 1, 21 Although missense mutations are rare, certain missense variants have been shown to be pathogenic. [22] [23] [24] Sergeev and colleagues 22 described a missense mutation (c.1679T>C, p.Leu550Pro) that results in decreased REP1 expression and predicted protein structure instability. Esposito and colleagues 23 reported a missense variant (c.1520A>G, p.His507Arg) that also caused reduced REP1 expression and protein structure destabilisation. Torriano and colleagues 24 identified a missense variant (c.1370T>C, p.Leu457Pro) resulting in a stable CHM transcript with decreased levels of REP1 expression.
A rare deep intronic variant (chrX: 85,220,593 T>C) was also recently identified in two unrelated men with CHM and it was hypothesized that splicing alteration could account for the dysfunctional protein. 18 X-autosome translocations have been reported in female carriers presenting either with mild clinical features of CHM in association with ovarian dysgenesis or with a more severe disease phenotype along with ectodermal dysplasia. 25, 26 However, despite the increased insight into the mutational spectrum of the disease, there is no established genotype-phenotype correlation. 27 Pathophysiology of CHM REP1 has an essential role in intracellular trafficking of proteins, substrates and organelles. 28, 29 This process is regulated by small guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-binding proteins called Rab proteins. In order to bind to lipid membranes and mediate transportation, Rab proteins require appropriate lipid modification, which is called prenylation and entails the inclusion of geranylgeranyl groups in their structure. 30 The latter is accomplished through the geranyl-geranyl transferase 2 enzyme (GGTase2) and the REP1 binding to Rab proteins is the first crucial step. 29 The prenylated Rab protein is then escorted by REP1 and delivered to the target intracellular compartment ( Figure 1 ). 30 The preferential degeneration of the retina and choroid in patients with CHM led to the identification of CHM-Like (CHML) gene (OMIM 118825), which is located on chromosome 1q42 and encodes the homologue REP2. This protein is also ubiquitously expressed throughout the body, shares 75% sequence homology with REP1 and may partially counterbalance REP1 deficiency. 31 A subset of Rab proteins compete for REP1 over REP2 for prenylation and in the absence of REP1 are underselected for modification leading to an accumulation of unprenylated Rabs in particular Rab27a, Rab27b, Rab38 and Rab42. [31] [32] [33] The exact mechanism and site of pathogenesis remains under debate with some studies indicating that the inciting event originates in the RPE and gradually evolves into degeneration of the photoreceptors and the choroid, while other evidence suggests that the photoreceptors are affected first with subsequent RPE and choriocapillaris involvement, Figure 1 . Rab protein prenylation pathway: Rab proteins require lipid modification (prenylation, highlighted as double yellow lines) to associate with membranes and organelles. REP1 mediates the initial step in the process by attaching to Rab proteins and facilitating interaction with geranyl-geranyl transferase 2 enzyme (GGTase2). GGTase 2 prenylates C-terminal cysteine motifs of Rabs and subsequently REP1 delivers modified Rab proteins to target intracellular compartment.
journals.sagepub.com/home/oed 3 or that the affected cells degenerate simultaneously and autonomously. [34] [35] [36] There are also histopathological data from patients supporting that choroidal atrophy secondary to uveal vessel disease is the primary defect in CHM. 37 The cellular pathophysiology of the disease reveals dysfunctional phagocytosis with undigested photoreceptor outer segments found within mutated RPE cells in the zebrafish and mouse CHM models and furthermore abnormalities of melanosomes transport within the RPE. 38, 39 Chronic inflammatory changes might also contribute to CHM since T lymphocytes and retinal gliosis have also been histologically identified adjacent to sites of active disease. 40 
Clinical diagnosis
Clinical signs and symptoms Affected male CHM patients experience symptoms of nyctalopia during the first decade of childhood. 1, 41 Progressive peripheral visual field loss continues through adulthood culminating in legal loss of central vision around the fifth to sixth decades. 42 Some patients can still retain some degree of perception to light or hand motion although there is significant intra/interfamilial variability. 41 Female carriers usually do not present with clinical symptoms and are able to retain good visual acuity throughout life. 1 However, some can report nyctalopia and progressive sight loss with increasing age although the rate of decline is much slower than for men. 42 There have also been reported cases of subretinal neovascularization and fibrosis in female carriers. 6 In general, CHM patients display a bilateral and symmetrical pattern of eye involvement which has been exploited in genetic clinical trials since the contralateral eye can serve as an effective control. 42, 43 Although CHM is most commonly an isolated retinal disorder, chromosomal disruption of Xq21 has been associated with syndromic phenotypes. 44 Rosenberg and colleagues 45 
Fundus examination
In the early disease stages, the fundus shows peripheral pigmentary clumping at the level of the RPE that progressively evolves into distinct areas of chorioretinal atrophy with scleral exposure and visible choroidal vessels (Figure 2(a) ). 1 This degenerative process begins at the equator following a centripetal distribution towards the anterior retina and posterior pole. 42 Similar atrophic changes are also noted in the peripapillary region with some patients harbouring a central island of relatively preserved retinal tissue even in advanced stages. 47 Furthermore, there is a gradual depletion of choriocapillaris, while the large choroidal and retinal vessels appear unaffected (Figure 2(a) ). 47 Mild pigmentary changes can be detected on fundus examination of female carriers; however, more severely affected cases can present with atrophic areas similar to male patients ( Figure 3(b) ). 1 Random X-inactivation could account for this phenotypic variation among female individuals but there may be specific genetic modifiers at play.
Additional ophthalmological findings in CHM include posterior subcapsular cataracts, macular oedema and choroidal neovascularization (CNV). [48] [49] [50] Fundus autofluorescence Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) has been shown to be a useful marker of disease progression in CHM and thus a potential outcome measure in prospective clinical trials. 51, 52 FAF provides information about lipofuscin distribution with most of the signal originating from the RPE (with the photoreceptors contributing in part). 51, 52 Progressive lipofuscin accumulation due to dysfunctional degradation and removal of photoreceptor outer segments underlines the pathogenic mechanism of several retinal diseases. 52 Pathogenesis of CHM involves both the RPE and photoreceptors and the most common FAF pattern is characterised by decreased FAF with sharp demarcated borders of increased signal from residual degenerating retinal tissue ( Figure  2(b) ). 1, 47 The greater loss of FAF is mapped to the nasal retina around the optic nerve and to a lesser extent to the temporal retina and macular area possibly due to a different rod-cone density ratio in the affected areas. 47, 51 Jolly and colleagues 51 estimated the rate of FAF loss to be 7.7% per year and described a CHM index which can be used as a tool to calculate the remaining FAF area based on age.
Female carriers demonstrate a unique pattern of speckled autofluorescence resembling a mosaic, where areas with granular low-density fluorescence are mixed with dots of high signal ( Figure 3(d) ). 53 This finding is related to random inactivation of X-chromosome in females and has also been described in X-linked retinitis pigmentosa associated with mutations in RPGR gene. 54 It is suggested that the hyperautofluorescence is due to phagocytosis of the degenerating rods from the RPE cells, whereas low-density fluorescence indicates RPE loss. 53 Edwards and colleagues 8 have suggested four different types of FAF in carriers, namely, fine, coarse, geographic and male pattern; they also found a correlation of hypofluorescent areas with decreased mean threshold sensitivities in microperimetry. Similar associations of FAF with abnormal multifocal electroretinogram (mfERG) recordings have been reported for carriers, but no correlation with age, severity and prognosis. 53 Optical coherence tomography Optical coherence tomography (OCT) in CHM patients reveals an asymptomatic increase in central retinal thickness from early childhood without other signs of retinal oedema. 47 The central thickness remains normal until the fourth decade and then gradually decreases for most patients. 55 Retrospective data from affected children demonstrate a progressive decrease in subfoveal choroidal thickness without obvious clinical implications suggesting that the choroid may be more critical in disease initiation than previously thought. 47 Outer nuclear layer (ONL) thickness is also affected and the observed decrease has been correlated with borders of FAF degeneration. 56 Attenuation of the ellipsoid zone (EZ) and external limiting membrane (ELM) was also identified and mapped to areas of decreased ONL thickness but it was not associated with abnormal FAF margins ( Figure 2 (c)). 56, 57 Outer retinal tubulations (ORTs), rosette-like structures, represent remodelling of degenerating photoreceptors and are common in affected men ( Figure 2 (c)). 56 These lesions overlie directly Bruch's membrane and are located outside the borders of retained retina ( Figure 2 (c)). 56 Primary RPE dysfunction is thought to be the inciting event in the pathogenesis of ORTs in CHM with secondary effects on the photoreceptors. 58 ORTs are also observed in other retinal degenerative disorders, remain stable after gene therapy manipulations and are unrelated to age and genetic mutation. 55, 56 Triangular ONL structures, previously termed interlaminar bridges, have been identified at the junction of normal and atrophic retina possibly representing hyperplastic Müller cells in response to the degenerative process. 56, 58 They might interfere with optical properties and proper imaging of neighbouring tissue. 56, 58 Heon and colleagues 55 reported mild inner retinal microcysts in 20% of CHM patients and one case of frank cystoid macular oedema, while Genead and Fishman 49 observed variable cystoid macular oedema in 65% of subjects. Macular cystic spaces were also identified on retrospective analysis of 57 CHM patients and correlated with progressive decrease in visual acuity and poor prognostic outcomes. 57 In contrary to other inherited retinal disorders, macular hole formation was reported in 10% of advanced CHM cases, reflecting either developmental macular deficits or the adding effect of chronic structural and cystoid retinal changes. 47 Optical coherence tomography angiography Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is a noninvasive method to visualize retinal and choroidal microvasculature. 59 The technique is based on the optical properties of blood and neuronal tissue. In short, areas of retina are sequentially imaged under short time scales. Neural tissue does not change its reflectance profile under short periods of time, while the signal derived from blood vessels does due to changes in contents moving through. 60 OCTA allows visualization and quantification of four segmented zones: the superficial retinal plexus, the deep retinal plexus, the outer retina and the choriocapillaris. 61 CHM affects photoreceptors, RPE and choriocapillaris and there is evidence that choriocapillaris atrophy is associated with RPE degeneration. 62 Patel and colleagues 63 described an association of CHM with decreased choriocapillaris density that was more pronounced in areas underlying abnormal photoreceptors. Abbouda and colleagues 64 reported flow reduction in the superficial retinal plexus and choriocapillaris of CHM patients and an inverse relationship between age and choriocapillaris perfusion (Figure 4 (b) and (d)). Further research is necessary to establish the use of OCTA as a tool to investigate CHM pathology and stratify disease progression.
Fundus fluorescein angiography
Fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) is rarely used in CHM patients except if CNV is suspected when leakage is the main diagnostic feature. 65, 66 It reveals a scalloped pattern of RPE loss with hypofluorescence in atrophic areas with missing choriocapillaris adjacent to hyperfluorescent areas of preserved choriocapillaris perfusion, narrow retinal vessels and delayed choroidal and retinal flow during the late stages in affected men. 67 In female carriers, there is more variability in CNV cases with either complete absence of pathological features or observed areas of pigment irregularity, choroidal sclerosis and slow choroidal flow. 6, 67 More advanced cases can present with signs similar to affected male individuals. 6, 67 Cellular imaging techniques Confocal adaptive optics scanning light ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) allows effective photoreceptor cellular structure characterisation by correcting optical aberrations of the eye. 68 AOSLO has been used in parallel with other imaging modalities to identify pathogenesis and morphological features journals.sagepub.com/home/oed 7 of several retinal degenerative disorders. 58, 69 Morgan and colleagues 35 reported normal cone mosaic in anatomically preserved retinal loci and persistence of mosaic integrity up to the border of degeneration (Figure 2(d)-(g) ). Abnormalities of the mosaic were also noted including bubble-like hyperreflective spots with dark edges representing choroidal atrophy and hyporeflective inner retinal microcysts that correlate with the microcysts on OCT. 58 Cone spacing patterns in men include either normal foveal cone distribution with peripheral abnormalities or increased foveal cone spacing with normal cone mosaic in retinal eccentricities with OCT-documented disrupted photoreceptor bands. 58 Those features are identified within pathological retinal loci and are likely indicative of advanced disease stages. 35 Nabholz and colleagues 70 compared two groups of young male patients (6-to 15-year olds and 16-to 25-year olds) with observable cone mosaic with normal age-matched controls and demonstrated decreased cone density around the fovea, suggesting that cone loss could be quantified even during the asymptomatic disease stage reflecting the early pathogenic effect of CHM mutation on cellular function. Morgan and colleagues 35 suggested that the RPE is the primary layer to be affected since decreased FAF was observed in areas with normal cone mosaic, but further studies are necessary to fully answer whether the RPE or photoreceptors are affected autonomously or simultaneously. AOSLO imaging in asymptomatic CHM carriers reveals normal cone mosaic and cone spacing measures, while symptomatic women demonstrate patchy areas of abnormal cone spacing integrated with morphologically intact cones in unaffected retinal loci. 58 Pathological features similar to male patients have also been described for CHM carriers and they typically correlate with abnormal findings on FAF and OCT scanning. 35 Visual fields/microperimetry Visual field testing confirms symmetric vision loss that corresponds to the observed areas of degeneration. 71 Several studies have reported perimetry data for CHM patients, but there is no evidence of genotype-phenotype correlation. 71 Heon and colleagues 55 using Goldmann kinetic visual field have demonstrated age-related changes relevant to specific isopters (I-4e, III-4e and V-4e) with the earliest changes noted for the I-4e isopter and a predicted rate of visual field constriction by 8.3% per year for the V-4e target. The progressive atrophy will result in scotomas and gradual loss of central and peripheral vision; however, islands of retinal tissue with retained visual function have been documented in advanced disease stages. 71 Microperimetry (macular perimetry) is a static retinal sensitivity test that can provide useful information about the central retinal function by mapping threshold sensitivities at specific macular loci. Investigation in CHM patients showed significant test-retest repeatability with a mean threshold sensitivity of 1.45 dB between different tests and interocular symmetry especially during the early stages of the disease. 43 The latter finding provides utility as an outcome measure in clinical trials to monitor and quantify treatment response.
Electroretinography
Full-field electroretinograms (ERGs) demonstrate abnormal findings in male patients during early disease. 1 Abnormal responses are recorded first for the scotopic component reflecting increased rod vulnerability and then for the photopic component when cones are also involved. 1 As disease progresses, ERG findings deteriorate even when visual acuity and visual fields are preserved. 72 However, a negative ERG has been reported in a young CHM male patient with a nonsense mutation (13 years old, c.838C>T, p.[Arg270*]), normal visual acuity (6/7.5) and visual field (III-4e) in both eyes with associated peripheral RPE abnormalities on fundus imaging. 72 This finding might indicate signal transmission failure either due to photoreceptor dysfunction or because of an isolated bipolar cell defect. 1, 72 Furthermore, the intrafamilial and interfamilial variabilities noted preclude ERG use as a prognostic tool. 1, 72 Most carriers have normal ERGs; however, symptomatic women could present with subtle changes like subnormal 30-Hz flicker photopic response on full-field ERG, delayed latencies and decreased amplitudes for a and b wave on scotopic testing and significant elevation of 650-nm fully dark-adapted thresholds especially at extramacular sites. 36, 53 Due to the patchy retinal involvement in women, other modalities like the mfERG should be sought. 72 
Colour vision
Despite retaining good central visual acuity until advanced stages of disease, functional defects have also been reported for colour vision. 55 The dysfunction of rod photoreceptors precedes cone photoreceptors, which closely follow as they are dependent on surrounding rod photoreceptors and underlying RPE for structural support. 36, 73 Early functional impairment of cone photoreceptors, and resulting confusion in the circuitry underlying colour vision, could explain subtle changes in colour vision even in subjects with normal visual acuity. 73 In CHM, similar to other retinal disorders with retained central fixation, tritan discrimination is predominantly affected due to increased parafoveal density of S cones, while centrally located M-and L-cones remain relatively preserved. 74, 75 Male patients and often female carriers had poor colour discrimination on the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue test with tritanopia. 76 Seitz and colleagues 74 using the Cambridge Colour Test (CCT) reported that tritanopic defects were more common than red-green colour discrimination in CHM patients. They have also reported a statistically significant association of red-green colour discrimination with visual acuity and to a lesser degree between best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) and blue colour discrimination. 74 Natural history studies are underway that could help to delineate defects using the CCT. Gyrate atrophy can also present with nyctalopia, peripheral visual field defects and atrophic chorioretinal areas on funduscopy, but the disease is inherited as an autosomal-recessive trait, is associated with increased plasma ornithine levels due to ornithine-delta-aminotransferase (OAT) deficiency and disease manifestations include early cataracts, myopia and distinctive scalloped borders of centripetal retinal degeneration. 77, 79 Retinitis pigmentosa shares nyctalopia, visual field restriction and in some cases choroidal involvement, but differentiating clinical findings include a bone spicule pigment migration pattern, optic disc pallor, retinal vessel narrowing, cystoid macular oedema and epiretinal membrane formation. 78, 80, 81 KSS is due to mitochondrial DNA deletions and fundal imaging may reveal diffuse chorioretinal atrophy similar to advanced CHM stages. Additional findings that help differential diagnosis include progressive external ophthalmoplegia, cerebellar ataxia, cardiac conduction abnormalities, elevated protein in the cerebrospinal fluid and microscopic mitochondrial abnormalities in the muscle biopsy. 77, 82 Bietti's crystalline dystrophy is a rare autosomalrecessive degenerative chorioretinal disorder and affected individuals may develop symptoms similar to CHM between the second and fourth decades of life, but the distinctive presence of cholesterol crystals in the posterior pole of the retina and corneal stroma facilitates accurate disease characterization. 77, 83 Thioridazine hydrochloride retinal toxicity is associated with decreased visual acuity, nyctalopia, pigmentary changes and chorioretinal degeneration, but there is also a history of psychiatric disease and medication intake in high doses. 77 
Differential diagnosis

Therapeutic approaches
Despite the progress in genetic and clinical characterisation of CHM, currently there is no effective treatment. Gene therapy has reached phase 3 clinical trials. However, pharmacological compounds and nonviral gene delivery are still in preclinical stages using animal and stem cell disease models.
Gene therapy CHM is amenable to gene therapy approaches as the disease is monogenic, the complementary DNA (cDNA) is within the size capacity of the commonly used adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector capacity, diagnosis is made early due to unique retinal degeneration pattern, progression is slow allowing a broader therapeutic window for intervention and its pathologic effects are targeted to the eye. 84 The eye represents an ideal target for gene augmentation strategies due to ocular immune privilege that decreases the risk of an immune response to injected material (although patients are still given prophylactic topical and oral steroids to reduce any inflammation), tight blood-ocular barrier that decreases systemic particle penetration and treatment response monitoring using the contralateral eye as a control. 85 Previous and current works with gene therapy in preclinical studies for inherited retinal diseases have employed a variety of vectors. 9, 86 Both AAV and lentivirus (LV) vectors have been used for RPE65 associated Leber congenital amaurosis. [87] [88] [89] In CHM, LV vectors were used to introduce CHM cDNA in a mouse model, but their limited affinity to photoreceptors hindered wider applicability. 90, 91 Appropriate vector selection is based on tissue of interest, cloning capacity and safety profile. 85 AAVs are small, single-stranded DNA viruses of the parvovirus family and represent the most common viral vector used in retinal diseases due to their nonintegrating capacity and favourable immunologic, inflammatory and toxicity profile. 85, 92 AAV serotypes 2, 5 and 7-9 are used to transduce photoreceptors and RPE (but are not specific for these cell types and can also target retinal ganglion cells or Müller cells). 92 Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived RPE cells have been used to study different AAV serotypes. Cereso and colleagues 93 demonstrated superiority of AAV2/5 viral vector over AAV2/2 in restoring normal phenotype when they were transduced with the normal CHM gene. Torriano and colleagues 24 also used the AAV2/5 vector to study the pathogenic effect of a novel CHM missense variant and moreover documented restoration of prenylation function after gene replacement strategies similar to nonsense variants. Duong and colleagues 94 suggested optimal transduction of RPE and photoreceptor cells with a recombinant AAV2/2(7m8) vector and demonstrated restoration of prenylation, phagocytosis and trafficking defects in the iPSC-RPEs with the same vector. In CHM, AAV2/2 and AAV2/8 have been used in animal models and preclinical studies to explore efficacy and therapeutic benefit in humans. 9, 84 The first proof-of-concept study used a recombinant adenovirus vector in cell cultures of fibroblasts and lymphocytes derived from CHM patients and demonstrated REP1 expression and functional restoration. 95 Tolmachova and colleagues 91 produced lentiviral vectors to transduce CHM knock out mouse retinal cells (in vitro and in vivo) and CHM human fibroblasts with CHM/REP1 cDNA and showed increase in prenylation activity. The same group developed an AAV2 vector (AAV2/2-CBA-REP1) and successfully achieved REP1 transgene expression in human and mouse photoreceptors and RPE cells. 96 They have also reported potential therapeutic benefit by demonstrating increased a-and b-wave ERG responses in CHM mouse retinal models. 96 The first multicentre nonrandomised open-label dose escalation phase 1/2 clinical trial (NCT01461213) in CHM patients reported encouraging results using an AAV2.REP1 vector. 15 In total, 14 patients were recruited at different disease stages and underwent pars plana vitrectomy (PPV) followed by retinotomy and injection of 0.1 ml of 1 × 10 10 AAV2.REP1 particles [two patients were treated off protocol due to surgically induced retinal stretching in one case and due to intraocular inflammation (vitritis and choroiditis) in the second case] into the subretinal space. 15, 97, 98 Besides CHM/REP1 cDNA, the expression cassette also included a chicken β-actin promoter for RPE long-term transduction and a woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranslational regulatory element (WPRE) which facilitates transgene expression. 15, 97, 99 Clinical assessment comprised visual acuity testing using Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) letters and retinal sensitivity evaluation with dark adapted microperimetry. 15, 97 After 2 years, the median visual acuity increased by 4.5 letters in the treated eyes versus 1.5 letters loss in the untreated eyes. 98 For the 12 patients who followed the protocol without complications, at 2 years, 5.5 letters gain above their baseline level was reported for the treated eyes compared to the untreated eyes, while the 2 patients who developed complications lost 15 and 14 letters, respectively. 98 In order to decrease the incidence of the reported complications, the protocol was modified during the trial by introduction of an automated subretinal injection system, intraoperative OCT and an extended course of postoperative immune suppression. 98 Despite the promising results, several challenges remain to be addressed such as defining the ideal therapeutic window to intervene before irreversible degeneration, ensuring that the necessary cell types are adequately transduced, minimizing viral toxicity, deciphering long-term integration effects, affinity to target tissues, ideal delivery method, long-term transgenic potential and need to repeat treatment. 85 The genetic variants represent an important consideration since patients with missense mutations who express a residual mutated protein could also respond favourably to gene therapy. 24 Nonviral DNA vectors could also be used autonomously or in combination with scaffold matrix attachment region (S/MAR) motifs, as shown in mouse models of Leber Congenital Amaurosis. 100 Alternative delivery methods like intravitreal injections have been used experimentally in mouse models of retinitis pigmentosa and laser-induced CNV, but efficient cell penetration and possible humoral immune response represent possible limitations. 101, 102 Stem cell models Stem cells and regenerative medicine aim to restore degenerative tissue and improve visual function. In CHM, iPSC models have been used to study pathogenesis, confirm disease-specific molecular deficits and verify REP1 expression following gene therapy techniques., 24, 93, 94 Transplantation of either RPE or photoreceptors is the cornerstone of stem cell treatments and has been used to identify potential therapeutic benefit in patients with age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and other inherited retinal disorders (retinitis pigmentosa, Stargardt disease). 103 Besides ethical considerations related to embryonic stem cells (ESCs), further research is necessary to address potential risks including hyperproliferation, tumour formation, recipient rejection and delivery method optimisation.
Cell-based approaches could also have therapeutic applications to CHM and factors that need to be considered include definition of the appropriate cell type (RPE, photoreceptors), selection of journals.sagepub.com/home/oed 11 the most efficient stem cell category [human iPSCs, ESCs, retinal progenitor cells (RPCs)] to achieve tissue regeneration, establishment of the most efficient delivery method and therapeutic window determination. 90 Fibroblast-derived iPSCs that were differentiated into RPE cells have been used in clinical trials of wet AMD in Japan and RPCs were injected intravitreally in a Phase IIb Clinical Trial for Retinitis Pigmentosa (NCT02320812). 104 Recently, hESC-derived RPE cells layered on synthetic membrane have been reported to improve visual acuity (visual acuity gain of 29 and 21 letters, respectively) in two patients with acute wet AMD and rapid deterioration in visual acuity. 105 Long-term results from these clinical trials will be required to establish safety profile and clinical effectiveness and establish them as an approved potential clinical therapeutic.
Small-molecule and other drug compounds
A significant number of CHM cases ~30% are attributed to in-frame nonsense mutations, resulting in premature termination codons (PTCs). 1 Application of small-molecule drugs that are able to promote ribosomal read-through of PTCs and bypass abnormal stop signals is possible through competitive binding of near-cognate aminoacyltRNAs (transfer RNAs) to eukaryotic release factors (eRFs). 1, 106 The end result could be production of ~25% wild-type levels of functional proteins that are necessary to halt disease progression. 106 This approach has been employed in cystic fibrosis (CF) and Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). 106 In the CHM zebrafish model and a CHM patient derived fibroblast cell line treatment with PTC124 (ataluren) and the optimised agent PTC414 demonstrated REP1 expression restoration resulting in increased survival, normal eye morphology, prevention of retinal degeneration and increased prenylation function. 106, 107 Among the compounds with proven read-through activity are traditional aminoglycosides [gentamicin, paromomycin, Geneticin (G418), streptomycin], the less toxic next-generation designer aminoglycoside-derivatives (NB84, NB74 and NB54), nonaminoglycoside small-molecule drugs (PTC124 and PTC414) and small-molecule read-through (SMRT) compounds (RTC13, RTC14, GJ071 and GJ072). 106, 108 PTC124 (also known as ataluren or Translarna™) has received NICE (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence) approval for DMD treatment caused by nonsense mutation in the dystrophin gene. Ataluren has been proven to be a potent nonsense suppression agent across many different genes, can be administered orally, has limited toxicity and does not override normal stop codons. 106, 109 This read-through specificity is due to differences in termination efficiency between normal stop codons and PTCs which could be attributed to the closed-loop configuration of mRNA and the different sites of PTCs termination (usually not close to poly(A) tail as for normal stop codons). 110 As a result, the interaction with factors that normally mediate protein release [eRF3, poly(A)-binding protein (PABP)] is changed and this leads to ribosomal pausing at PTCs. 109, 110 Potential limitations include expression of unwanted nonsense mutations present in other genes and decreased availability of transcripts with incorporated PTCs due to a natural occurring nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) pathway. 106 It is possible that combining read-through agents with NMD pathway inhibitors (NMDI1, VG1) or dual combination agents (amlexanox) could enhance therapeutic benefit. 108, 111, 112 Lutein supplementation Lutein supplements (either alone or in combination with vitamin A) have been studied in inherited retinal disorders to identify potential association with delayed disease progression and visual acuity improvement. 113, 114 Lutein is a carotenoid that augments proper macular pigment function through short-wavelength filtration and reactive oxygen species stabilisation. 115 Oral supplementation with lutein for 6 months has been studied in CHM patients; although an increase in macular pigment levels and serum lutein levels was reported, there was no measurable gain in terms of absolute foveal sensitivity and short-term central visual acuity. 115 Current and future research CHM represents a genetic eye disease that has been extensively studied since its first description in 1872 and after CHM gene cloning in the 1990s. Its monogenic nature enables gene therapy approaches and future research aims to fill gaps in our knowledge and explore novel treatment strategies. 58, 106 Different animal models have been used to study CHM. Tolmachova and colleagues 30, 96 produced a conditional knockout mouse model to study disease pathogenesis and efficacy of gene therapies. The group showed a progressive retinal degeneration in the mouse model similar to human subjects and suggested that photoreceptors/RPE are affected autonomously and RPE degeneration may not always lead to photoreceptor loss. 30 Zebrafish have only one rep isoform and this makes testing therapies aiming to boost REP1 activity very useful as there is no compensation from a REP2. 11 The chm (−/−) zebrafish has a nonsense mutation (c.96C>T, p.Gln33*) that leads to severe loss of retinal lamination and multisystem failure resulting in embryonic lethality after 4.5 days postfertilisation (dpf). 11, 38, 120 Traditionally, CHM has been considered an isolated eye disorder. However, Zhou and colleagues 121 reported an increased prevalence of systemic disease in patients based on a cross-sectional Internet survey completed by 256 subjects (CHM patients, carriers and unaffected brothers). Affected men were classified into two groups based on visual function (with or without functional loss). 121 The most common systemic diseases reported from CHM patients without functional loss were hypertension, diabetes and hypercholesterolaemia, but after age adjustment, there was no significant difference from patients with visual loss. 121 More recently, Zhang and colleagues 122 reported intracellular crystals (rod and needle like) within lymphocytes in a CHM family (two male patients and one carrier) with c.936delT, p.(Y312*) in CHM and further replicated their findings using electron microscopy in four CHM patients, while no crystals were found in the three controls of the cohort. They had also discovered fatty acid abnormalities in serum and red blood cell (RBC) membrane after obtaining fasting blood samples from five CHM patients compared with controls. 122 Among the lipid abnormalities noted, increased plasmalogen levels in RBC membrane could be associated with functional and structural defects as well as oxidative stress damage. 123 Oxidative stress has been linked to AMD, diabetic retinopathy and glaucoma and one possible mechanism is through autophagy dysregulation and mitochondrial DNA damage. [124] [125] [126] The retina has the highest metabolic profile and increased mitochondrial density. Further research is needed to explore whether the retinal degeneration associated with CHM could be attributed to accumulative mitochondrial pathology and furthermore whether it is a systemic condition. [125] [126] [127] Ongoing natural history studies of CHM aim to provide additional insight into disease pathogenesis and progression and also define valid outcome measures to augment future clinical trials design. Visual acuity seems to be a weak indicator of disease progression based on retrospective analysis of 60 CHM male patients where statistically significant changes were reported only for those >30 years. 55 Furthermore, the results published by Dimopoulos and colleagues 128 after 2 years of a phase 1 clinical trial in six CHM patients where an AAV2.REP1 vector was used imply to that visual acuity may not represent a sensitive outcome measure due to test-retest variability. Quantification of preserved EZ length and FAF is journals.sagepub.com/home/oed 13 highly reproducible which is very important for disease severity stratification and treatment response monitoring. 129 Recently, a deep learning platform has also been used to automatically identify areas of EZ loss from OCT images and augment progress classification. 130 A high accuracy (~90%) of segmentation match to expert grader in preserved photoreceptor area was reported. 130 Additional data from natural history studies are needed to identify suitable candidates for clinical trials, to determine reliable clinical trial endpoints for treatment efficiency and to decrease variability of reported outcomes.
General supportive measures
The ongoing clinical trials for CHM include the initiation of a phase 3 multicentre gene therapy trial (NCT03496012). The aim of the study is to evaluate safety and efficiency of the AAV2-REP1 vector through single-dose subretinal injection in 140 CHM patients. Participants will be randomised to three study arms (high dose, low dose and no treatment) and they will be followed up for 12 months. Primary endpoint will be the BCVA, while secondary outcomes include FAF, OCT, microperimetry, contrast sensitivity and colour vision. Retinal prosthetic devices have been tested in clinical trials to explore ways to improve visual function in CHM patients with severe sight impairment (light perception or less). The devices used so far include the Intelligent Retinal Implant System (IRIS V1-NCT01864486) and a 44-channel suprachoroidal Bionic Eye Device (NCT03406416) and results are expected to provide more insight into surgical procedure safety, potential serious adverse events and clinical benefit. Future clinical trials with small-molecule drugs for nonsense suppression may represent an alternative treatment option for early intervention or in combination with gene therapy. It has the potential to be widely applicable to other inherited retinal diseases resulting from nonsense mutations. Finally, with all those efforts to develop a suitable therapy for CHM, patients are close to welcoming an approved treatment to potentially prevent further sight loss.
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